
Your 60 Second Story  

Time vs. Skills 

Sometimes in Arbonne you are doing all the correct activities in just the right way and you just haven’t 

met the right people…that’s when you need it give it more time.  Then other times, you are just getting 

no’s no’s no’s and never ANY yes’s, which is when it’s time to look at our skills.   If you have a document 

you’ve created that has a bunch of mistakes and you keep pressing print, all you are doing is printing lots 

of mistakes.  You need to fix the mistakes to get a good document before you can print it.  We need to 

work on getting GREAT skills for intriguing people with our business and then closing them with fantastic 

follow up questions. 

 

Here are a few great skills to work on. 

1.  Know what to say to people when you are first beginning your one on one OR your group 

presentation…this is your 60 Second Story 

a. Background, 2 sentences about your background or what you currently still do, and 

what you like or love about it! 

*I used to be a professional dancer, and loved what I did. 

I* used to be a 2nd grade teacher, and I loved working with kids and teaching.  Watching 

those kids learn and grow and being a special part of their day was awesome! 

*I’m a stay at home mom, and love being with my kids.  I never have to miss any of the 

special things in their life like first steps, field trips any of those fun things. 

 

b. BUT, what is it about what you were doing that WASN’T working for you 

*But, I slipped two discs in my back and my dancing career ended and I didn’t know 

what I was going to do financially. 

*BUT, I was tired of not being paid for what I felt I was worth and my family needed 

more income.  I also realized I was seeing my students more than my own children, and 

that’s NOT what I wanted. 

*BUT sometimes I’d feel like I wanted something for myself, some girl time or even just 

time with adults! 

 

c. How were you introduced to Arbonne 

*Then a friend introduced me to Arbonne thru a sample pack of the skin care.  I fell in 

love, my skin immediately felt different!   

*One day while I was out and about at a holiday fair, I came across a table with Arbonne 

products, the girl there shared with me what made the products so different, so I 

decided to try the protein shakes and I was HOOKED!  They were delicious, so I 

eventually signed up as a preferred client to shop at a discount. 

*Then I was invited to a facial night at a friend’s house, which I honestly only went to 

because I wanted some fun adult time and wine.  That night I learned so much about the 

unhealthy products I was using on myself and my family.  I feel in love with all the 

products and decided to host! 

 



 

d. Fears and hesitations 

*My friend asked me to do the business with her, but I told her, not so nicely, NO WAY!  

I had NO interest in being part of the NFL, no friends left club.  I really figured you had to 

bother your friends and family and beg for sales from them to grow an income in a 

business like this! 

*When the consultant I had been buying from asked me to come to a meeting to hear 

more about the business I thought it was super nice of her BUT I’m WAY too busy!  Who 

has time for that! I was already working full time teaching AND raising a family.   

*When the consultant was at my party and she asked me to join her team I thought “no 

way” I am WAY too shy!  There is no way I could do this.  I can’t talk in front of anyone 

over 10 years old! 

 

e. How you overcame your hesitations 

*But when my friend explained to me she was building her business by HELPING her 

friends get healthy and that they were excited to help introduce her to lots of new 

people because they felt so good and because they wanted the referral deals!  I realized 

that the people I loved NEEDED what Arbonne had to offer.  

*She said something I will never forget, she said “if you keep doing what you are doing, 

what’s going to change”?  That’s when I realized I had nothing to lose by going and 

getting more info. Which is exactly what I did. 

*She explained to me, that she was shy too and that the way she got over that was by 

focusing on helping people to look and feel better, that when you really want to help 

people you can learn how to overcome your shyness and that she would help me!  

 

f. Results or hope for the future: 

Tell the truth about what how it has affected YOU or your close friends 

*Now my friends and I are having a blast growing our business’s together by helping 

people to purchase products at discount, feel great and for those people who want 

MORE out of life to join our team!  Maybe this could be exactly what YOU are looking 

for too! 

 

*From that first meeting on, I realized I was still made to teach, but to teach people how 

to live and amazing life where they can dream again instead of working themselves to 

death and never seeing their loved ones.  I am so grateful she shared this business with 

me because now I’m starting to build a team and earn income while having a blast 

helping other friends and team members make their dreams come true.  Maybe there is 

something in your life you would love to change right now.  Maybe you need more time, 

more money, more choices!  You could have it all just by saying yes to learning more 

about what I do. 

 

*This business has given me hope for my family’s financial future, great relationships I 

didn’t even know I was looking for! I have so many fun friends now!!!  I’m already 

making big changes in my life in so many positive ways and my business partner is 



coaching me to grow a huge business like hers.  I’m still a shy person but I’ve learned 

how to put it aside by talking in small groups and just sharing my passion for the 

products and the business.  I now know that in Arbonne you are in business for yourself, 

but not by yourself and if you decide this is a fit for you, we are going to help coach YOU 

too! 

 

You can work this last sentence according to what Arbonne has given YOU!!!!  Be honest 

and positive…don’t hype it….just say what Arbonne has given you and what your future 

looks like with Arbonne.  People want to know where you are going and what it means 

for THEM! 

 

Examples and putting it all together: 

I used to be a professional dancer, and loved what I did.  But, I slipped two discs in my 

back and my dancing career ended and I didn’t know what I was going to do financially. 

Then a friend introduced me to Arbonne thru a sample pack of the skin care.  I fell in 

love, my skin immediately felt different!  My friend asked me to do the business with 

her, but I told her, not so nicely, NO WAY!  I had NO interest in being part of the NFL, no 

friends left club.  I really figured you had to bother your friends and family and beg for 

sales from them to grow an income in a business like this!  But when my friend 

explained to me she was building her business by HELPING her friends get healthy and 

that they were excited to help introduce her to lots of new people because they felt so 

good and because they wanted the referral deals!  I realized that the people I loved 

NEEDED what Arbonne had to offer.  Now my friend and I are having a blast growing our 

business’s together by helping people to purchased products at discount, feel great and 

for those who want MORE out of life to join our team!  Maybe this could be exactly 

what YOU are looking for too! 

 

 

I used to be a 2nd grade teacher, and I loved working with kids and teaching.  Watching 

those kids learn and grow and being a special part of their day was awesome!  BUT, I 

was tired of not being paid for what I felt I was worth and my family needed more 

income.  I also realized I was seeing my students more than my own children, and that’s 

NOT what I wanted. One day while I was out and about at a holiday fair, I came across a 

table with Arbonne products, the girl there shared with me what made the products so 

different, so I decided to try the protein shakes and I was HOOKED!  They were 

delicious, so I eventually signed up as a preferred client to shop at a discount.  When the 

consultant I had been buying from asked me to come to a meeting to hear more about 

the business I thought it was super nice of her BUT I’m WAY too busy!  Who has time for 

that! I was already working full time teaching AND raising a family.  She said something I 

will never forget, she said “if you keep doing what you are doing, what’s going to 

change”?  That’s when I realized I had nothing to lose by going and getting more info. 

Which is exactly what I did.  From that first meeting on, I realized I was still made to 

teach, but to teach people how to live and amazing life where they can dream again 

instead of working themselves to death and never seeing their loved ones.  I am so 



grateful she shared this business with me because now I’m starting to build a team and 

earn income while having a blast helping other friends and team members make their 

dreams come true.  Maybe there is something in your life you would love to change 

right now.  Maybe you need more time, more money, more choices!  You could have it 

all just by saying yes to learning more about what I do. 

 

 

 

I’m a stay at home mom, and love being with my kids.  I never have to miss any of the 

special things in their life like first steps, field trips any of those fun things.  BUT 

sometimes I’d feel like I wanted something for myself, some girl time or even just time 

with adults! Then I was invited to a facial night at a friend’s house, which I honestly only 

went to because I wanted some fun adult time and wine.  That night I learned so much 

about the unhealthy products I was using on myself and my family.  I feel in love with all 

the products and decided to host!  When the consultant was at my party and she asked 

me to join her team I thought “no way” I am WAY too shy!  There is no way I could do 

this.  I can’t talk in front of anyone over 10 years old!  She explained to me, that she was 

shy too and that the way she got over that was by focusing on helping people to look 

and feel better, that when you really want to help people you can learn how to 

overcome your shyness and that she would help me! This business has given me hope 

for my family’s financial future, great relationships I didn’t even know I was looking for! I 

have so many fun friends now!!!  I’m already making big changes in my life in, so many 

positive ways and my business partner is coaching me to grow a huge business like hers.  

I’m still a shy person but I’ve learned how to put it aside by talking in small groups and 

just sharing my passion for the products and the business.  I now know that in Arbonne 

you are in business for yourself, but not by yourself and if you decide this is a fit for you, 

we are going to help coach YOU too! 

 

Hi my name is Shayne Devlin and I’m a married Mom of 2 teenage girls.  My background 

is in the beauty business and I LOVED doing hair…I loved my clients, they became like 

family and made my job a blast!  BUT the long hours standing on feet were getting old 

AND I only make money while I am working behind the chair.  I knew something had to 

change.  Then I was introduced to Arbonne through a sample pack of skin care, which 

was THE only thing that cleared my adult acne.  I decided this was a product and 

company I could promote and stand behind, so I did and started making extra income.  

A few years later I did our 28 day clean eating challenge and it was LIFE CHANGING for 

me.   It made a huge impact on my Rheumatoid Arthritis and as a bonus I lost 60 pounds 

in a year. That’s when I KNEW this was my families prayers answered!  I found a way to 

help people not just with their looks but with their HEALTH, without our health, we have 

NOTHING!  No more standing on my feet for 12-14 hour days, AND I earn money from 

leveraging my team members, not just from what I personally produce!  Now, this 

business has given me an amazing corporate 6 figure income, multiple free vacations, a 

beautiful white Mercedes AND the same for many other people who have joined my 



team!  I want you to know that dreams do come true and sometimes they come in an 

unexpected package, maybe this could be your dream come true too!   

 

 

2. If you are sharing at a one on one presentation with people, you need to tell them the whole 

Arbonne story.  Meaning the “Is arbonne for you” document.  Then you are going to follow up at 

the end with very specific questions that will help you to move them into action instead of 

“meeting them to death”. 

 

Follow up questions for right after your one on one presentations: 

1.  So Scott, what did you like BEST about the presentation?  DO NOT ask “what did you think”? 

2. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being that you never want to hear about arbonne again, and 10 being you 

are ready to jump right in, where are you right now?  Be positive about whatever their answer 

is….if it’s 2 that’s better than 1!  Let’s pretend he said 6. 

3. Scott, hypothetically, how much money would you like to earn from Arbonne by working part 

time?  How much would make it worth your time?  Be positive…it’s not our job to tell them 

what they should want to make….let’s pretend he says $500 

4. So how many hours could you commit a week to Arbonne to make that a reality?  Pretend he 

answered 5 

5. Scott, how many months would you give it to make that $500?  He says 4.  GREAT! Again, very 

positive. 

6. If I could show you Scott how to make $500 a month working 5 hours a week for the next 4 

months, would that take you from a 6 to a 10 Scott?   He says yes 

I could absolutely show you how to do that Scott, I can definitely show you how to do that, I’m 

so excited for you! 

 

Might also look like the prospect wants to earn $5,000 a month working 15 hours a week in 5 or 

6 months’ time.  We also want to make sure their expectations are realistic.  It won’t work if 

they want to work 2 hours a week for 3 months to earn $5,000 a month.  This helps us to get 

them to build an accurate picture of what they can expect and help them become a 10!  Book 

their launches to get them started right there and then! 


